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USD to THB Graph: Currency

This is a currency exchange for 

USD to THB which is 32.728. 

This means that 1 USD=32.728 

Baht. The higher the currency 

the lower your country’s import 

has to the whole world



GDP of USA

The GDP of USA has 

increased so much throughout 

the year between 2011 to 2018 

and ended up with 

18671.6992(USD, Billion). 

GDP stands for gross domestic 

product which is the amount of 

goods the country produces in 

the measured time



GDP per capita of United States
GDP per capita divides the 

country's gross domestic 

product by its total 

population. This shows the 

standard of living for each 

person and how much they 

can afford to buy goods. The 

higher the GDP capita the 

better it is for the country 

because their people can 

afford many products and 

have a higher standard of 

living



Stock index of NASDAQ of United States

A measurement of the 

section of each stock 

market. I’m this section it 

is the NASDAQ and their 

stock have lowered 

throughout the past few 

years. They might be 

selling more and this is 

good for country



Exports of United States

This shows where most of the 

products from USA are 

exported to. Exports mean the 

goods your country produces 

that are sent to other country to 

sell. As you can see, USA 

exported most of their products 

to Canada.



Imports of United State

This graph shows where most 

of the imported goods come 

from in USA. As you can see 

most of the imported goods in 

USA are coming in China and 

so their biggest trading partner 

is China. 



Unemployment rate in United States

Unemployment rate is the rate 

where people who is able to 

work are not getting any job. If 

the country has a high 

unemployment rate it shows 

that the country do not have 

enough work for the citizens 

and this is not good for the 

overall country because this 

shows that the country is not 

developed enough to give all 

the people work



Human development index of United States

The Human Development 

Index is a measure of life 

expectancy, education, and per 

capita income. This all focuses 

on the people in the country. 

This also shows how good the 

country is looking after their 

people such as medications. 



Samsung’s income statement

Apple’s Income statement



Samsung’s Balance sheet

Apple balance sheet



Samsung’s cash flow

Apple’s cash flow



Samsung’s ratios

Apple’s ratios



Samsung key stats

Apple’s key stats


